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Meet the nominees - Executive positionsMeet the nominees - Executive positions

Jenny White LMHCJenny White LMHC

President ElectPresident Elect
 
Why do you want to volunteer on the WMHCA board?

As a board member for the last year, I have come to appreciate this organization and
those who are working to promote the profession of mental health counseling more than I
thought I possible. I love the commitment and passion that the board and general
members have to their clients and colleagues. I look forward to continuing to work and
serve those in the profession and their clients through advocacy and education as
president-elect.
 
How does your work and passion align with WMHCA's mission?

In my practice, my mission has been to provide quality, ethical services to those I serve.
Currently, I am committed in my practice to providing supervision and education to new
clinicians. WMHCA’s commitment to maintaining a viable and distinct identity while
influencing public policy are just a few ways that believe I can help to support and
strengthen the profession I am passionate about.
 
Bio

I have served on the WMHCA board for the last year. I hold an active LMHC credential in
WA state and meet criteria as an approved supervisor. I am currently in the process of
transitioning my private practice from direct client care to providing workshops,
supervision, and other support services for clinicians in private practices, groups and
agencies on a contract basis. I have worked in a variety of settings since completing my
master’s in counseling at the University of Colorado, including residential youth; outpatient
agencies in Colorado and Washington; maintaining a private practice that I launched a few
times in different locations as we moved through the years; and developed and managed a
counseling program at a homeless shelter in Pierce County before returning to Vancouver,
WA.
I have training and experience in substance use counseling, early childhood education,
and EMDR. My areas of expertise are grief, trauma, depression, anxiety and supporting
families who have made the decision to foster or adopt. I also have training and personal
knowledge of the veteran experience from birth as the daughter, wife, and mother of Air
Force Veterans. I am passionate about working with new clinicians in the field.  I am a
certified EMDR therapist and current Washington Mental Health Association Board



Member.

Tim GriswoldTim Griswold
BS-Psychology, MA-Clinical Mental Health
Counseling Student

TreasurerTreasurer
 
Why do you want to volunteer on the
WMHCA board?

Over the past year, I have been blessed to
serve on the WMHCA board as Graduate
Student Representative. During my time on
the board, I have learned more about the
inner workings of WMHCA. I have worked to
help impact how we represent and respond
to the needs of graduate students and the
broader membership and community. As my
one-year term comes to an end and I
transition to an active mental health
counselor, I felt the need to continue to be
involved with WMHCA.
 
How does your work and passion align with
WMHCA's mission?

My calling has always been to work with
individuals. I decided to return to school and
obtained a Bachelor of Science in
Psychology from Washington State
University. This August, I will complete my
Master of Arts in Mental Health Counseling
at Northwestern University. As I am set to
graduate and complete my internship, I will
transition into private practice in mental
health counseling. I believe my journey of
experiences will lend itself to the role of
WMHCA Treasurer.
 
Bio
Over my career, I have worked in
accounting, software development, coaching,
and counseling. I have developed and
tracked multimillion-dollar budgets, business
projections, and data analysis and reporting.
This fall, I will transition to LMHC-A.

Janobie FordJanobie Ford

Graduate Student RepresentativeGraduate Student Representative
 
Why do you want to volunteer on the
WMHCA board?

WMHCA’s mission includes encouraging the
next generation of counselors. As someone
in that transition, I want to help others
navigate it. For example, when I began, I
had no idea how LMHC, LMFT, LCSW or
PysD degrees differed – something you need
to know to even pick a degree program.
Information about how that relates to
Washington licensure was scarce and
sometimes required reading dense law
pages! I’d love to help make this process
easier for others to navigate.
 
How does your work and passion align with
WMHCA's mission?

I value WMHCA’s mission and want to do my
part to help support it, particularly as it
relates to graduate students and emerging
technology. My background means I am
passionate and knowledgeable about how
technology can be used within the field of
counseling. Additionally, I am interested in
working within legislation to support
counselors, especially in areas of emerging
technology.
 
Bio
Jonobie is pursuing a MA in Mental Health
Counseling at Saybrook University.
Previously, she received a MS in Computer
Science and worked for 21 years in high-tech
companies as a people manager, career
coach, technical writer, and program
manager.



Meet the nominees - General Board MembersMeet the nominees - General Board Members

Ellen Carruth PhD, LMHC, NCC, ACSEllen Carruth PhD, LMHC, NCC, ACS
 
Why do you want to volunteer on the WMHCA board?

I have been licensed as a mental health counselor in Washington since 2010. I believe
that WMHCA is the organization that best represents my values and professional needs. I
believe that participation on this board matters for the health of our profession in
Washington State.
 
How does your work and passion align with WMHCA's mission?

As a counselor educator in Washington, my work is centered primarily around teaching,
training, and mentoring graduate students. I believe that participation on the WMHCA
board is a way for me to model the importance of advocacy, particularly at the state level. I
am passionate about developing competent, ethical professionals and I appreciate
WMHCA's attention to and support of graduate students in our field.
 
Bio

Dr. Carruth is a Professor and Director of the M.Ed. Counseling program at the University
of Puget Sound. Dr. Carruth is an award-winning instructor and has over 20 years of
experience working in human services and community mental health. Dr. Carruth is a
Licensed Mental Health Counselor (LMHC) in Washington State, a National Certified
Counselor (NCC), and an Approved Clinical Supervisor (ACS).  

Dr. Carruth has been a member for WMHCA since 2008, and a member of the board since
2012. She believes that involvement in state-level associations is critical to the growth and
health of professional bodies, and she also stays active as a way to model professional
behaviors for her students. Dr. Carruth currently serves the board as the Education
Committee chair.

Robyn Hanson BARobyn Hanson BA

Why do you want to volunteer on the WMHCA board?

I have enjoyed serving on the WMHCA board this past year. I served on the membership
committee, helping to highlight a need for WMHCA presence in community mental health. I
was involved to a small degree with legislative issues, which was an enlightening
experience I would love to learn more about. Serving on the WMHCA board is how I can
build meaningful connections with colleagues who care about the future of the counseling
profession as I do and who want to advocate for our work in our state.
 
How does your work and passion align with WMHCA's mission?

As I embark on my work in counseling, I see advocacy as one of my greatest passions and
one of my greatest assets. I care deeply that those we serve are valued, treated ethically
and with dignity.  As a counselor, I must constantly strive to ensure a high quality of care
for those I serve. This is accomplished in my daily practice, with continuing education for
myself and other counselors, and as a board member by working on relationships with
others who influence the counseling field.
 
Bio



My name is Robyn Hansen, and I currently serve as a general board member for WMHCA.
I am also a graduate student at the University of Puget Sound, and for the past nine
months, I have been an intern in a community mental health setting, honing my counseling
skills.
 
My ultimate career goal is to have a private practice where I can use my integrative
therapy style to help my clients achieve their goals and realize my dream of passing on
the love of learning to others by teaching at the undergraduate level.
 
One of my proudest achievements is being the first in my family to earn a bachelor’s
degree. I began community college at age 41 as the single mama of two elementary-aged
children, and I will graduate with my M.Ed in May at age 49. I’m proud to have set the
example for my children that it’s never too late to achieve your dreams with a strong work
ethic, dedication, and a love of learning.
 
I’m a quirky gal…I’ve jumped out of an airplane just for kicks, picked up and moved to
California on a whim, and my favorite day of the week is Saturday because that’s laundry
day, and few things make me as happy as a laundry room with no laundry.
 
I hope you will vote for me so I may continue to serve you as an advocate on behalf of our
profession.  

Marianne Marlow LMHCMarianne Marlow LMHC

Why do you want to volunteer on the WMHCA board?

A member of the board since 2013, I have a strong commitment to the growth of the
organization and the development of the profession. I am particularly excited to develop
momentum around DEI of all kinds, workforce development, and especially developing the
membership in areas outside of well-supported King County. Shaping the 'go to'
organization for mental health counselors and closely aligned professions has been one of
my goals that supports WMHCA members and their clients.
 
How does your work and passion align with WMHCA's mission?

I have been a strong advocate for the profession as long as I have been a member and I
am interested in expanding our profession at all levels of development to maintain a strong
professional identity. Promoting quality mental health counseling services is a core part of
the mission that will help to relieve portability concerns and closing the workforce gap.
Additionally, I have been devoted to local and state public policy as well as being a liaison
to AMHCA and its initiatives.
 
Bio

Ms Marlow has been in private practice since 2000 and specializes in couples’ work. As a
member of the WMHCA board since 2013, she has served as a member at large,
secretary, president, and most recently past president. She has a passion for providing
couples counseling and psycho-ed to first responders and medical personnel and their
partners. Ms Marlow serves on the Community Foodbank board since 2021 and a
volunteer with Camp Unity since 2017.

Pam Raphael LMHCPam Raphael LMHC

Why do you want to volunteer on the WMHCA board?



I admire what WMHCA is doing and how you are doing it. I want to be a part of the change
to make our professional landscape better and more accessible and equitable for
everyone.
 
How does your work and passion align with WMHCA's mission?

I am already active at the legislative level (a minuscule part to be sure) to make
workplaces psychologically safer. I am passionate about helping people understand they
have power and use their power for good.
 
Bio

I have a private practice in Seattle and specialize in one-on-one support of adults who are
recovering from interpersonal trauma,  relationship abuse and bullying.  I also raise
awareness of workplace bullying and work to legislate change
I am a dedicated therapist and change agent who understands what it takes to overcome
challenges. Everything changes, the key is to have skills and tools to meet the changes
with resilience.

I received my undergraduate degree in Contemplative Psychology from Naropa University
and my Masters in Applied Behavioral Science from Bastyr University.
Born and raised in Ohio, I moved to Seattle in 1998 and spent 11 years working for a large
high-tech firm. The experiences I had there, along with my graduate degree in psychology,
make me uniquely qualified to work with people feeling burdened by the challenges of a
highly competitive and stressful world.

I specialize in one-on-one support of adults who are recovering from interpersonal trauma,
narcissistic relationship abuse and bullying. Bullying is something that is very
misunderstood as a social problem. I have specialized training in workplace bullying and
have developed my practice around helping people affected by this all too common
behavior.

I also volunteer with several non-profits that serve marginalized and oppressed
populations, which is another form of social/institutionalized bullying.
At the legislative level, I advocate raising awareness of workplace bullying and make
workplaces healthier for employees and employers. Workplace bullying is abuse and it
should be illegal but it isn’t. Greater protections are needed to protect both employees and
employers.

Mitch Teufel MS LMHCMitch Teufel MS LMHC

Why do you want to volunteer on the WMHCA board?

The opportunity to continue the work and commitment towards achieving the goals of the
Board.
 
How does your work and passion align with WMHCA's mission?

After nearly 40 years of private practice and during my early career I worked within the
Community Mental health System. I've always wanted to make a real difference in peoples
lives. My volunteering on the WMHCA board aligns with my long commitment to humbly
contribute my time and energy towards the initiatives and interests of the this important
state organization.
 
Bio

Upon request.

https://helpwithinreach.com/how-i-can-help/workplace-bullying-abuse/
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